Used Caterpillar Excavators

Used Caterpillar Excavators are very popular among consumers both at home and abroad for high
quality and dependable performance. Shanghai Jiangchun, as one of the leading suppliers of used
excavator, we supply various kinds of used Used Caterpillar Excavators for consumers both in
domestic and international markets. All our products are original from USA, and have perfect
condition, no oil leak, no need to repair. The engine of the Used Caterpillar Excavators absolutely
deserves your trust since it has perfect performance.
Frankly, Caterpillar is a popular excavator manufacturer who has great reputation among
consumers both at home and abroad. The manufacturer has produced various kinds of
excavators over the years, like 315CL, 320CL and the 330BL, 950E, 950B and so forth. And,
accordingly, Caterpillar has manufactured a number of different diesel engines that are used in its
excavators. For example, the 315CL excavator may need a Caterpillar engine offering 110
horsepower, while the Caterpillar engine in the 330BL excavator offers 222 horsepower. All
engines manufactured by Caterpillar deserves your trust.
Different kinds of Caterpillar excavators have different bucket capacity. Just taking the bucket
capacity of the Caterpillar 320CL excavator for an example, it has 1.75 cubic yard load capacity,
while Caterpillar's 330BL excavator offers a bucket with the capacity to hold a 3.5 cubic yard load.
Caterpillar's emphasis on lean product and process development drives the requirement of
integrated system level testing to feed simulation models and to minimize expensive total
machine development.
To satisfy differnt kinds of requirements of users, the digging depth and the weight of the
excavators are also tailored specifically. For example, most Caterpillar excavators are
manufactured to allow different dig depths. The 320 CL Caterpillar excavator can dig to a depth of
around 22 feet while the digging depth of the 315CL excavator can reach 18.8 feet. The weight of
the machine also is different. For example, Caterpillar's 320CL excavator weighs 46,299 lbs and
the 330BL excavator by Caterpillar weighs 73,880 lbs.
Used Caterpillar excavators supplied by Shanghai Jiangchun give you more choice and can help
save you a lot of money. We promise that all our products have the original parts and good
working condition, low working hours and high working efficiency. The excavators provided by
Shanghai Jiangchun also have strong working power and stability. Equipped with complete
accessory, the used Caterpillar excavators provided Shanghai Jiangchun can ensure the
performance.
We also provide good after-sale service to consumers. We have set the overseas service center,
so we can provide your expected service timely and effectively. We can help save any problem
you will meet. Shanghai Jiangchun really has built great reputation among consumers both in
domestic and international markets. We have various kinds of Used excavator for your selection.
The following machines are now available:

Used Excavator CAT 960F
The used excavator CAT 960F has a good engine and bucket. It is also in high working efficiency and good
con...

Used Excavator CAT 950E
The CAT 950E is equipped with latest technology and good engine. With deft design,the machine will have a
ve...

Used Excavator CAT988F
The used excavator CAT988F has a good engine and bucket. When it is used,the construction work will be
done ...

Used Excavator CAT966F
The used excavator CAT966F is a high quality machine used in the construction field. It has been sold well b...

Used Excavator CAT950E
The used excavator CAT950E has a good engine and bucket as well as other equipments. The working
efficiency ...

Used Excavator CAT950B
The used excavator CAT950B is found to be very good. It has a good engine and good bucket as well as
other ...

Used Excavator CAT938F
The CAT938F excavator has a good engine and bucket that when it works,high working efficiency will be. It al...

Used Excavator CAT936E
CAT936E is a used excavator sold well nowadays. It is available in various appearance. Its engine and
bucket...

Used Excavator CAT928G
The high quality CAT928G is a typical used excavator sold by us. It is in good condition and super performa...

Used Excavator CAT924F
CAT924F is a good used excavator sold by us,which is equipped with a super engine and high load power
bucket...

Used Excavator CAT E200B
The excavator CAT E200B used has a good working condition. The engine and bucket of it is super that can
mak...

Used Excavator CAT E120B
Excavator CAT E120B in second hand is also durable and good looking. It has a reasonable structure that has
b...

Used Excavator CAT E70B
CAT E70B is a typical used excavator used by most consumers. It is that the machine has a good engine and
b...

Used Excavator CAT 320DL
The CAT 320DL is a typical used excavator used in the construction area. It is flexible that it can be used ...

…...

We can give you clear model number, working condition, operating
weight, bucket capacity, moving type, maximum digging height, maximum digging depth,
machine weight, max digging radius, rated speed, color, net power, bucket capacity, packaging
details, delivery time and so forth to give you more convenience to get detailed information
about our products.
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